
Microsoft 365 Configuration Lifecycle Management

Microsoft 365 has become a best-in-class solution for enterprises. However, management is limited to the Microsoft 
portals and scripting. The Simeon platform delivers automation-based infrastructure management using configuration 
as code and provides control, consistency, transparency, and traceability to the Microsoft 365 ecosystem. 

ü Easily create non-production environments and promote changes 
into production to implement end-to-end lifecycle management

ü Achieve transparency, consistency, and auditability of the state of 
your environment 

ü Apply version control, track changes, and restore previous 
configurations

ü Rapidly deploy Intune, Azure AD, and Office 365 from industry-
standard best practices

ü Empower non-developers to manage configuration as code with 
our friendly user interface
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Product Features

Configuration 
Orchestration
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Promote changes between non-production and production environments. 
Review and approve configuration changes before promoting to production.
Sync multiple environments with baseline configurations to ensure consistency.

Configuration 
Orchestration

Configurations are stored in code and synced with your environments.
Restore to a point in time when mistakes occur.
View historical changes to environments.

Version Control

Easily create Intune application packages with our user-friendly module.
Update and redeploy new application versions.
Deploy Intune application packages to multiple environments in bulk.

Application 
Packaging

Instantly document and compare an environment to best practice configurations.
Get notified of configurations changes.
Search across all configurations centrally.

Monitoring and 
Reporting



Automation For Maintaining a Modern Digital Workplace

One of Simeon’s clients, an investment company, was using SCCM and multiple third-party endpoint management 
solutions to image and configure 850 desktops. The CTO recognized that Microsoft 365’s Intune and Azure AD 
had matured to the point of parity with the existing fragmented, more expensive solutions. He tasked his 
engineering team with implementing a Modern Digital Workplace using Microsoft 365 in concert with an 
upgrade from Windows 7 to 10. 

The team used Simeon to quickly deploy a non-production environment matching their production configuration 
to prototype and develop their solution. By leveraging Simeon’s best practices baseline for deploying Intune, the 
team was able to expedite the build of their solution. As the solution became ready to deploy, the team leveraged 
Simeon’s promotion and approval capabilities to migrate their new configurations to production. When defects 
were introduced, the team used Simeon to easily identify changes to the environment and roll them back.

In the midst of COVID-19, the team was able to implement a zero-touch deployment of more than 500 Windows 
10 devices, all shipped from the manufacturer directly to end-users. As compared to previous deployments, 
which required 4-6 hours per device of dedicated helpdesk and IT operations support, this deployment 
methodology had no support overhead and was entirely self-service. Subsequently, the team’s allocation 
required to support the endpoint management ecosystem dropped from 75% to less than 10%. Additionally, by 
unifying on the Microsoft 365 stack, the firm was able to reduce licensing costs by $400K per year. 
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What Our Customers Say About Us

“Simeon Cloud is a critical component of our Modern Digital Workplace and endpoint management 
programs. The Simeon platform enables essential governance for our Microsoft 365 environment. Since 
implementing Simeon, our team has reduced the time spent managing endpoint configurations and 
building Intune application packages by an order of magnitude. The automation we achieved and 
efficiency we have gained has enabled us to reallocate a team of engineers to focus on delivering new 
value rather than maintaining our M365 infrastructure.”

- Eric Levin, CTO
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Find Out More

Demo With a Support Engineer

Schedule a Live Demo Here

Try Us Out Free For 30 days

Schedule Your Trial Onboarding Here

Contact Us Directly

Sales: sales@simeoncloud.com
Support: support@simeoncloud.com
Phone: 1-833-205-1483

Pricing

We provide custom pricing based on 
number of users and tenants managed on 
Simeon. We also have discounts available 
for volume, multi-year, non-profit and 
education. Contact Sales for a quote.
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